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Ideas for Teaching Japanese 

50 made hayaku! 

 

Objective Students can say numbers smoothly   

Level Elementary  

Class size Any 

Materials required A timer or anything that can be used to count time 

Time required 5 min ~ 

Prerequisite Numbers need to be introduced before this activity 

 

Steps 

＜As a class＞ 

1. Ask the students to say a number in turns from 1 until 50 as the following example; 

e.g. Student A “ichi (1)” →Student B “ni (2)” → Student C “san (3)” … 

・ As the students say numbers, measure the time it takes for the class to reach 50 

2. When the students finish Step 1, show the time to the students. You can write it on the whiteboard, on 

a piece of paper etc.  

3. Ask the students to do Step 1 again and try to do it faster than the first time  

・ Applaud the class if they have managed to do so 

4. Ask the students to set a time limit as the next objective and ask them do Step 1 again 

5. Repeat the steps a few times by changing the order of the students 

 

＜As a group＞ 

1. Make groups of 4~8 students 

2. Ask the students to choose a timekeeper in their group 

3. Ask the students to say a number in turns from 1 until 50 as the following example; 

e.g. Student A “ichi (1)” →Student B “ni (2)” → Student C “san (3)” … 

・ The group which took the least time to reach 50 will be the winner 

4. Repeat the steps a few times by changing the order of the students 

・ You can ask the students to raise their hand when they have reached 50 instead of having the time 

keeper measure the time 

 

Advice 

・ Avoid making groups of the multiples of 5; the same person will say the same digit numbers in the 

ones place when a group has 5,10,15… students  

・ You can increase students’ motivation by asking them to set their own objective (time limit). You can 

ask the students to continue until they fulfill their objective 

・ You can do this activity using different numbers  e.g. 51~100  


